Bridget Bishop: Convicted by Societal Norms
Alex Mei
In the Salem witch trials of the 1690s, dozens of women were tried
and convicted for witchcraft, a practice involving the supernatural and
associated with the devil. Bridget Bishop was the first to be convicted,
accused by more people than any other defendant. She was arrested on
April 18, 1692, and nearly two months later was hanged for practicing
witchcraft. During Bishop’s trial, the jury and the witnesses made
many mistakes concerning her identity. The jury failed to recognize
the difference between the witnesses’ testimonies about Bishop’s ghost
and the actual Bishop herself. The witnesses also confused Bridget
Bishop’s identity with that of another witchcraft defendant, Sarah
Bishop. Proximately, these mistakes led to the jury’s conclusion that
Bishop was, in fact, a witch. However, ultimately, Bishop was convicted
because of the defined role women had to play in Salem’s Puritan
society. All women had to take care of the household and family under
the men’s complete authority, without any resistance. They had to be
patient and submissive towards men in order to be socially accepted.
Bishop, on the other hand, did not fit this accepted model for women.
She, both literally and figuratively, displayed her independence as a
woman. She often fought with her first husband, Thomas Oliver,
literally defying a male figure and thus challenging both the rules of
Puritan society and the laws of Salem County. Figuratively, Bishop
also displayed her threatening female power. Prior to her trial, Bishop’s
husband died, leaving her and her daughter in charge of his land and
with a considerable amount of money. Her remarriage after Oliver’s
death to Edward Bishop eight years later was not what widows
usually did in the seventeenth century and did not reflect well on her
reputation. As a result of Oliver’s death and her remarriage, Bishop
was now a propertied, fairly wealthy, remarried widow and had thus
gained a powerful position in Salem society, making her different
from the usual, and ideal, powerless Puritan woman. Moreover, the
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identity the witnesses mistakenly associated Bishop with during her
trial severely impacted her chances of proving her innocence. The
witnesses portrayed Bishop as vulgar and uncivilized, pitting her even
more sharply against the model of the ideal Puritan woman. Bridget
Bishop’s trial was not just a witch trial; it was a trial in which the court,
and the community, saw the definition of a Puritan woman tested.
And, as Bishop was ultimately convicted, the court did not want to see
its own society tampered with.
Historians have long argued over why Bridget Bishop was convicted.
In Witchcraft at Salem, Chadwick Hansen argued that the Salem
community truly believed that Bishop was a practicing witch and
that witchcraft was a reality; they consequently convicted her simply
because of her supposed practices.1 However, Paul Boyer and Stephen
Nissenbaum, in Salem Possessed, believed Bishop was convicted
because she was considered an outcast of the Salem society. In fact,
these two historians made the same mistake the witnesses of the trial
made in confusing Bridget Bishop and Sarah Bishop’s identities.2
Bernard Rosenthal, with the help of David Greene, corrected this
mistake in Salem Story, concluding that Bishop was convicted because
of her wealth after her first husband died.3
Major Mistakes
In Bridget Bishop’s trial, both the jury and the witnesses made several
mistakes, which confused her identity and led, proximately, to her
conviction. For example, the court confused the distinction between
Bishop herself and her ghost. Witnesses such as William Stacy and
Susannah Sheldon only refer to Bishop’s “shape” or “apparition” in their
testimonies and never to her herself.4 As Thomas Brattle explains in
his letter, this ghost does not necessarily represent Bishop herself and
there was no proof that it did represent her except for these witnesses’
said experiences.5 Thus, as there was no evidence supporting their
testimonies, which didn’t even necessarily concern the defendant, these
testimonies should not have been relevant to the trial. Yet, the court
accepted their testimonies and used them as evidence for conviction.
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Secondly, the court also failed to differentiate between the identities
of Bridget Bishop and Sarah Bishop. Witness Reverend John Hale
claims that Bishop lived on the outskirts of Salem Village, where her
house served as a tavern, or a bar, for the local men to come to late
at night.6 Historians including David Greene and Bernard Rosenthal
have concluded that this description does not represent Bridget Bishop
because she did not actually live near Salem Village.7 Instead, she lived
near the center of the Salem town, which was at least two miles away
from the Village. (See Appendix A.) Also, during her trial in Salem
Village, Bishop stated that she did not know any of the local people and
that she had never been to Salem Village before.8 Thus, this woman
who owned the rowdy, undisciplined house in Salem Village could not
have been Bridget Bishop. Further in Hale’s testimony, he reveals who
this woman actually is. He associates this woman with her husband,
Edward Bishop; therefore, this woman had to be Sarah Bishop, another
witchcraft defendant, because she was the only other woman in Salem,
besides Bridget Bishop, who coincidentally married a man with the
same name.9 The similarities in these two defendants’ (and their
husbands’) names made it easy for the court to confuse their identities.
These mistakes concerning Bishop’s identity did lead to her conviction,
as they proved that she often haunted the Salem residents and caused
trouble in the town through her tavern-keeping. However, the reasons
behind Bridget Bishop’s conviction lie deeper than these mistakes. She
was ultimately convicted because of the reasons the court’s mistakes
could be used as evidence: why they were believed and then drawn on
to prove her guilt.
Her Backlash
Bridget Bishop, the actual woman, often challenged Salem’s established
Puritan gender roles, separating herself from the model of the ideal,
silent Puritan woman. Bishop, then Bridget Oliver, had been fined and
punished at least twice before her 1692 trial for fighting and swearing
against her first husband, Thomas Oliver.10 Whether these instances
were examples of domestic abuse and, therefore, of Bishop’s self-defense
or not, Bishop was still stepping out of her place in society as a woman.
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Firstly, as is stated in the Salem Covenant, which expresses the grounds
for Puritan devotion to God, all Puritans were obliged to avoid “backbitings, censurings, and provokings.”11 Therefore, by simply fighting
with someone, Bishop was already testing the laws of the Puritan
society. Furthermore, Puritans believed that a woman’s primary role
in her community was to care for the household and to not “meddle in
such things as are proper for men, whose minds are stronger.”12 Once a
woman was married, she became a “covert,” meaning she was “clouded
and overshadowed” and her husband had complete power over her.13
Women were not meant to be sources of judgment or opposition for
men. They could only agree with men’s decisions and conceal their own
opinions. Thus, for Bishop to publicly oppose a male figure was to defy
the foundation of the Puritan beliefs about the female role. Her deviant
behavior in these instances before her witch trial demonstrated to the
court that Bishop was not the typical Puritan woman, which put her
under suspicion the moment she walked in to her trial.
Furthermore, in Puritan belief, one of the obligations of the elder
generation was to teach the younger generations the workings of
society. For example, Anne Hutchinson was charged in 1637 for
subverting Massachusetts’s Puritan society. During her trial in Newton,
Massachusetts, Hutchinson tried to use the belief that elder women
needed to educate the young in order to defend her own teachings
about defying the Puritan religion. But Governor John Winthrop,
who was leading Hutchinson’s trial, retorted that “elder women must
instruct the younger about their business and to love their husbands
and not to make them to clash.”14 By challenging the Puritans’ belief in
gender roles, Hutchinson was setting a bad example for the younger
generation, and thus she wasn’t following her Puritan obligation as an
older woman. The court eventually declared Hutchinson guilty and
imprisoned her.15 Like Hutchinson, Bridget Bishop was challenging
the established gender roles of Puritan society. Instead of providing
the younger generation with an example of a loving, submissive wife,
Bishop fought with her husband publicly, in front of a variety of people,
young and old. So, as demonstrated by Anne Hutchinson’s trial, the
Massachusetts courts did not accept this kind of defiant behavior from
a woman. They were afraid that it would pass on to future generations
and thus ruin the sexist societal structure the Puritans fought so hard
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to maintain. And Bishop was a prime source of this kind of behavior.
Her battles with her first husband, Thomas Oliver, demonstrated to
the court her defiant behavior against men, which was threatening to
Salem’s Puritan society. This ultimately led to her conviction, as the
courts saw in Bishop a threat, a danger to their rooted society, and were
thus more willing to put her in jail, witchcraft or not.
Who She Represented
In addition to her rebellious behavior, Bridget Bishop’s position in
society was not the usual Puritan woman’s. Because of Thomas Oliver’s
death in 1679, the court allotted the widowed Bishop a majority of
Oliver’s land and money. She was given £37 and was allowed to sell a
ten-acre piece of land to pay off Oliver’s debts and to support herself
and her and Oliver’s daughter, Christian. Although Oliver had two sons
from his first marriage and each of them received £20, his will went
primarily to Bishop.16 This was not customary in New England society,
as usually the male heirs received the majority of the inheritance.17
By simply inheriting more money than her stepsons, Bishop had
already threatened not only her stepsons, but also other possible male
inheritors of the town. If a woman such as Bishop could take from
a male’s inheritance, let alone two males’, what would happen to the
rest of the sons of the community? Would they also have to settle for
less inheritance than a woman? Bishop, through no fault of her own,
jeopardized these men’s potential for a beneficial inheritance. Her new
economic status was threatening to the male society, including the men
leading her trial, which helped to pave the way towards her conviction.
Moreover, Bishop, now propertied and able to economically provide
for herself, stood apart from the usual dependent, Puritan woman.
With her new economic independence, Bishop gained power, which
was threatening to the men of the community, as it was very unusual to
have a woman own land in seventeenth-century New England. Statistics
of the witch trials illustrate that women like Bishop, who benefitted
from their husband’s will (especially when there were living male
heirs), were particularly vulnerable to witchcraft accusations.18 These
women were the few examples of women who independently owned
land in the seventeenth century, and thus threatened the men’s power
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and authority. These men resided in the jury and in the government,
which ultimately decided Bishop’s fate in her trial. The fact that Bishop,
a woman, owned property and thus had some influence over these
men made them more inclined to convict her, and consequently strip
her of her power.
Bishop’s remarriage eight years after Thomas Oliver died also changed
how society viewed her, ultimately leading to her conviction. In the
seventeenth century, a widow’s remarriage was not highly supported
by society. A remarried widow was often portrayed in plays as a
comical character, one not to sympathize with, but to ridicule.19 Society
generally disapproved of these women because of men’s overwhelming
fear that when they died, their wives could easily replace them with
another man.20 Bridget Bishop falls directly into this category of women.
Her remarriage brought to men in the court this idea of replacement:
that a widow has the power to overshadow her late husband by
marrying a new man. Therefore, in addition to her property-holding
status, Bridget Bishop’s remarriage increased her power over the men
in the Salem community, thus further detaching herself from the ideal
Puritan woman.
Their False Identification
The image the witnesses mistakenly portrayed of Bridget Bishop
further reinforced her separation from the society’s ideal Puritan
woman, which made her exoneration practically impossible. As stated
before, the identity the witnesses gave to Bishop was actually that of
Sarah Bishop, as it was Sarah Bishop who lived on the outskirts of
Salem Village and not Bridget Bishop.21 The testimonies falsely
described two things about Bishop: her clothing and her home.
According to witnesses such as William Stacy and Richard Coman,
Bishop often wore a red coat and a black colored hat and cape.22 (It
is not known whether this clothing description is true of either of
the Bishop women; nonetheless this description ultimately affected
Bridget Bishop’s trial.) These articles of clothing were not as common
in seventeenth century New England fashion. Women in New England
resembled their English counterparts in their clothing. They usually
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wore long, pale colored dresses with a bonnet-like hat. (See Appendix
B.) Bishop’s alleged black hat, as the artist, Wenceslaus Hollar, describes,
would have been considered “mannish,” and her supposed black cape
was out of the ordinary.23 This clothing was not like the normal New
England woman’s, so the false description served to further distance
her from the Salem community.
Furthermore, the witnesses’ descriptions of Bridget Bishop’s home gave
her an unruly, uncivilized reputation, against anything the Puritans
believed in. Witnesses including Reverend John Hale illustrated
Bridget Bishop’s house as a late-night bar, which she herself hosted. At
her home, people would drink and play shovelboard, actions that Hale
believed caused many familial problems and produced corruption in
the younger generation.24 By supposedly keeping this tavern, Bishop
was living and encouraging a life of partying and recklessness. The
resistance to this lifestyle is apparent in the 1648 Massachusetts laws,
in which both the shovelboard game and the occupation of “Taverner”
are actually prohibited.25 Additionally, not only was Bishop’s new identity
disobeying Massachusetts’s law, she was again challenging the Puritan
rules of society. Puritans believed in a wholesome, unadulterated lifestyle,
and thus drinking and partying late into the night were practically
forbidden.26 The woman Hale claims Bishop to be defies the image of
the normal Puritan woman by hosting this place of irresponsibility and
unruliness. The court, hearing Bishop’s alleged reputation, was inclined
to believe Bishop was a wild, reckless woman. They would therefore
have believed her to be associated with witchcraft, as witchcraft was the
most they knew of wildness and unruliness. The false identification of
Bridget Bishop was the final push that convinced the court Bishop was
a threat to Puritan society and led to the jury’s decision.
Convicted by Societal Norms: Then and Now
Bridget Bishop was not convicted merely because people believed her to
be a witch. The jury might have truly thought so; however, the reasons
for her conviction lie in why they could believe her to be associated with
witchcraft. Bishop was far from the ordinary, powerless, submissive
Puritan woman. Her challenging behavior towards her husband, her
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newly owned property left by her husband, and her remarriage were
threatening towards the men in seventeenth-century New England
society, for here was a woman who was independent and self-sufficient.
The false, new identity the witnesses gave Bishop was just the icing on
the cake. They portrayed her as reckless and undomesticated, a definite
threat to the way their society thrived. She was convicted because she
was different, someone the Puritans did not know how to receive and
thus feared.
In present day, we tend to believe that this trial, along with the rest of
the Salem witch trials, was a single, one-time event; that although these
trials should not have happened in the first place, they will most likely
never happen again. But this alienation and persecution of people
who are thought of as dangers to society is not restricted to the 1690s.
If we look at historical events even within this past century, such as
the Civil Rights Movement, the Holocaust, and the Women’s Suffrage
Movement, they all have one theme in common. In each, society has
punished a group of people for threatening, or even changing, social
norms and values, just as the Salem court convicted Bridget Bishop.
This conviction by societal norms has happened repeatedly throughout
history, which raises the issue of when society will convict again, if we
are not already doing so.
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Source: Map of Salem Village in 1692 by W.P. Upham (1866),
from Charles Upham’s Salem Witchcraft (1867).
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Appendix B

Source: Wenseslaus Hollar’s engraving, “The Several Habits of English Women,
from the Nobility to the Country Women as they are in these times: The Woman
with a Handkerchief ” (1639).
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Source: Wenseslaus Hollar’s engraving, “The Several Habits of English Women,
from the Nobility to the Country Women as they are in these times: The Woman
with a Mannish Hat and Flowered Petticoat” (1640).
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